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ABSTRACT
We describe the instrumental apparatus developed at the Catania Astrophysical Observatory to characterize
the CCDs detectors for the "Spectrum UV" space observatory. The system allows to perform a full characterization of the electro-optical properties of CCDs. In particular the system is designed to measure the CCDs
quantum efficiency (QE) in the wavelength range 1300 — 11000 A. The main components of the instrumental
apparatus are a Deuterium and a Xenon lamp as radiation sources, a monochromator as light disperser, a series
of filters to minimize the contribution of the straylight and the second order of the gratings and a series of NIST
calibrated photodioes as reference detectors. For measurements below 2000 A the system is operated under
vacuum conditions. The short wavelength cutoff is due to the use of MgF2 optics. The CCDs are operated using
different CCD controllers, one developed for the Catania Astrophysical Observatory and the other one for the
italian national telescope "Galileo" . Here we report on the performances of the instrumental apparatus and also
present results on the QE of a CCD chip manufactured by EEV.

1. INTRODUCTION
The important motivation that drives the present work is the need of the italian astronomical community of
efficient and reliable detectors in the Ultra Violet spectral region to be used for astronomical space missions.
Present space imaging requirements translate into extremely demanding detectors performances and characteristics such as pixel size, dimension of the sensitive area, noise and quantum efficiency.
The Spectrum—UV mission1 , an ultraviolet space observatory aboard the Spectrum Series platform, which
carries a 170—cm aperture telescope optimized for spectroscopy and imaging in the 912 to 3600 Arange, is one of
these missions. As detectors for the instrumentation, large area detectors either photon counting devices or CCDs
are required. One of the main activities of our laboratory is the characterization of these kind of devices2'3'4'5. In
order to better understand the real performances of these detectors in the UV region a new instrumental apparatus
has been developed. The system, working under vacuum conditions, allows to perform a full characterization of
the electro-optical properties of CCDs, and in general of all available detectors, in the wavelength range 1300 —
11000 A. The short wavelength cutoff is due to the use of MgF2 optics.

A complete and accurate characterization is very important to determine the applications in which a detector
is better than another.
Here we report on the performances of the instrumental apparatus and also present preliminary results on the
QE in the UV region of a thinned back-illuminated coronene coated CCD chip manufactured by EEV. Particular
attention has been paid to the effect of vacuum "contaminants" on the CCD quantum efficiency.
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2. THE INSTRUMENTAL APPARATUS
The instrumental apparatus used for the quantum efficiency measurements has been designed at the Catania
Astrophysical Observatory. The system, shown in figure 1 , is a modified version of a previous system already
operating at the Catania Astrophysical Observatory6 in the near-UV, optical range. Below 2000 A the system
has to be operated under vacuum conditions because air absorbes strongly the UV radiation, so along the radiation path from the sources to the detectors, various modules have been built and/or assembled, each performing
a different task (e.g. focusing or dispersing the radiation beam). Each module is vacuum sealed and is connected
along the radiation path to the next one through a flange. The use of MgF2 optics and coated mirrors throughout
the whole system yields a good trasmittance down to 1300 A.

Figure 1 - The experimental set-up: 1) xenon lamp, 2) deuterium lamp, 3) moving plane mirror, 4) filter wheel, 5) monochromator,
6) beam splitter camera, 7) photodiode camera, 8) CCD camera, 9) photodiode, 10) CCD cryostat.

The first module accomodate an optical system, made up of mirrors and diaphragms, whose purpose is to have
the beam emitted by the radiation sources matching the f/5.4 focal ratio of the monochromator. The sources are
a deuterium lamp and a xenon lamp. The 150 W deuterium lamp is used to cover the 1300 — 3000 A spectral
range. It is sealed with a MgF2 window. The emitted beam is focused on the entrance slit of the monochromator
by two off-axis paraboloidal mirrors (MgF2 coated). A vacuum flange, inserted on the lamp jacket, allows the
accomodation of the source inside the module. The xenon lamp covers the remaining spectral range (3000 —11000
A) of interest. Being used above 3000A, the lamp is placed outside the module in front of a sealed quartz window.
The parallel beam (the lamp's housing accomodate a system of lens) emitted by the lamp is intercepted by a
moving plane mirror and focused on the slit by the second paraboloid. Finally, between the two mirrors there is
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a filter wheel which holds interference filters, bandpass filters and longpass filters. Their purpose is to filter out
the second order and/or to cut down the contribution of the straylight. The moving plane mirror and the filters
wheel are operated by means of vacuum feedthroughs.

The second module along the radiation beam path is the monochromator (model VM504 manufactured by
the Acton Research Corporation). It has a Czerny—Turner configuration with a focal length of 0.39 m and an
aperture ratio of 1/5.4. The monochromator is equipped with three 1200 g/mm ruled gratings to cover most
efficiently the whole spectral range. The entrance and exit slits were both 500 um wide and 1 cm long.
After being dispersed the radiation beam enters a camera containing a MgF2 beam splitter with a thin film
metalic coating (2" diameter). The beam splitter is optimized to transmit and reflect ' 30% of the incident
radiation at UV wavelengths.
The reflected and transmitted beams are then focused respectively on the reference detector and on the CCD.
This task is performed by two "twins" cameras. The focusing mechanism inside each camera is made up of a
magnesium fluoride lens (2" diameter, 75mm focal length) placed on a moving frame. The frame runs along
two guides and the movement is driven by a step motor. The mechanism has been realized to compensate the
variation of the focal length of the lens with the wavelength allowing to have always a focused image of the
monochromator's slit on the detectors. The camera on the direct (i.e. transmitted) beam holds also a shutter.
These cameras are connected to the beam splitter camera through a gate valve. This expedient allows to switch
the reference detector and the CCD while keeping all the system, but the two cameras, under vacuum. As
reference detectors we use three different NIST calibrated photodiodes: one sealed with a MgF2 window for the
1300 — 2000 A range and the other two with a with a quartz window covering the 2000 — 4000 A and 4000 —
11000 A ranges respectively.

The scheme of the pumping system used for vacuum operations is shown in figure 2. We have three turbomolecular pumps and two rotary pumps, used as primary pumps. Two of the turbomolecular pumps are placed
directly on the first module and on the monochromator, respectively. They have a pumping speed of 80 1/s (referred to N2). The third turbomolecular pump (pumping speed 200 1/s) is connected permanently to the "twins"
cameras and to the CCD's cryostat when needed. It usually takes up to four or five hours to go from atmospheric
pressure down to lO4mbar. The system is usually operated at lO5mbar. As we said before when switching the
photodiode and the CCD only the "twins" camera go to atmospheric pressure so that the time needed to go back
to the starting conditions is a couple of hours.

Figure 2 - The scheme of the pumping system.
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3. THE CCD CONTROLLER
Two CCD controllers have been used to perform the measurements: one developed at the Catania Astrophysical Observatory7 and another one which is the same developed for the Italian National Telescope "Galileo"8.
The last one is based essentially on transputers and Digital Signal Processors (DSP). The transputer technology
has been adopted to take advantage of their flexible networking and communication scheme, while, to generate
fast and synchronous sequencing a dedicated DSP (Motorola 56001) was selected.

CCD

Figure 3 - The CCD controller

The data acquisition system is constituted by two parts: the host PC, that has inside a B008 mother board able
to hold various transputer modules and the remote controller. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the CCD
controller. The right part of the figure shows the remote controller: a 4 channel preamplifier located close to the
cryostat and two other modules, the analog board and the sequencer. The analog board provides 8 bias voltages
and 16 clocks programmable. Telemetry allows the monitoring of these voltages. Furthermore the board can
process and convert, in 16 bit data, 4 separate video channels.
The sequencer has 28 independent lines distributed on two ports. The status and the delay ioop are generated

by an appropriate program running on DSP. Finally the sequencer manages the shutter and the temperature
controller. Up to eight different values of temperature can be monitored and two of them can be controlled.
The CCD controller allows different CCD readout modes: a) full frame mode; b) drift scan mode; c) readout
of a set of predefined boxes with fast skip of unwanted pixels. Binning during readout is possible for all the above
listed modes.
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4. THE QUANTUM EFFICIENCY MEASUREMENTS
To show the performances of the instrumental apparatus we have measured the quantum efficiency of a thinned
back illuminated coronene coated CCD manufactured by EEV (CCD-02-06 series). As we are mainly interested
to the Vacuum UV region the measurements were made below 2500 A. The measurement the quantum efficiency
(QE) is conceptually simple, one has to compare the CCD signal with the signal of a reference detector. As we
have shown in the second paragraph the use of the beam splitter allows us to measure the CCD and the photodiode
signal simultaneously. Our previous experience4 showed, in fact, that the flux stability of the radiation sources
can be a major problem if the elapsing time between the CCD and the photodiode measurement is quite long,
which is what happens when operating under vacuum conditions.

Two preliminary measurements are needed before obtaining the QE of the CCD: a) the measurement of the
CCD conversion factor, F, expressed in e/DN; b) the relative calibration between the flux transmitted by the
beam splitter and the reflected flux at the wavelengths of interests.
The conversion factor has to be evaluated with good accuracy because of the role it plays in the computation
of the photoelectrons. The conversion factor was measured following the technique described in Bonnano et a12.

We found F = 6±0.5 e/DN.
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Figure 4 - Quantum Efficiency of the EEV CCD-02-06 in the 1300—2500 A wavelength region

The relative calibration was perfomed placing the photodiode first on the reflected beam and then on the
transmitted beam. As the CCD dewar is sealed with a MgF2 window in the measurement of the transmitted flux
we introduced along the radiation path another MgF2 window to simulate the presence of the one in front the
CCD. Finally a last series of measurements was done placing the photodiode back again in its normal position to
check for variations in the lamp flux. No variation was found.
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In figure 4 we have plotted the results of the quantum efficiency measurements. As espected for this kind of
CCDs the QE rapidly drops to few per cent going towards wavelengths shorter than 2000 A where the coronene
is not efficient any longer in down-converting the UV radiation and the presence of a "dead layer", generated by
the native oxide layer that forms on the CCD surface after the thinning process, prevents the VUV photons from
reaching the collecting region.

The errorbars shown in figure are due mainly to the accuracy of the photodiode calibration ('- 10% at all
wavelengths) and to the precision of the conversion factor evaluation.
Finally figure 5 shows an image of the slit of the monochromator taken at A=1321 A.

Figure 5 - Image of the monochromator's slit on the CCD EEV-02-06 at A =
pixels with a pixels size of 22 pm2.

1321

A. The dimensions of the CCD are 578x385

5. EFFECT OF CONTAMINANTS ON THE QUANTUM EFFICIENCY
During previous measurements we observed a QE decreases with time. Soon after the CCD cooling, higher
QE values were found and as time went by, lower values were measured, with the phenomenon being more severe
at shorter wavelengths4 . The same kind of behaviour has been already noticed by Stern et al'° . The most likely

explanation'° is that the decrease is due to the adsorption on the surface of the CCD, which acts like a small
cryopump, of the residual gases present inside the vacuum chamber. In previous measurements4 the CCD was
placed inside a cryostat and connected to the vacuum chamber without any protection, while we preferred to
seal the cryostat using a MgF2 window, thus protecting the CCD from residual gases present in the remaining
of the system but not in the dewar. Yet, this partial insulation of the CCD is not enough to prevent the QE
decrease as the data plotted in figure 6 clearly show. We monitored the QE behaviour with time at two different
wavelengths. At A =2320 A the QE is quite stable with time, while at 1320 A it decreases to 'S.' 50 % of the
initial value after about 24 hours. The composition of the residual gases inside the dewar shows that the main
contribution comes from water vapour (62.9%) with minor percentage of other gasesous species, i.e. OH, 19.6%,
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N2, 7.9% and 02, 1.2%. This seems to suggest that the main "contaminant" responsible for the QE degradation
is the water vapour that being adsorbed on the CCD's surface forms a layer which prevents the UV photons from
reaching the CCD.
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Figure 6 - Temporal behaviour of the QE. The upper panel shows the measurements perfomed at .X = 2320 A. In the lower panel
1320 Ameasurements are shown

the A =

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new test facility to calibrate detectors in the UV and visible spectral range. The
perfomances of the system have been shown to be very satisfactory. Thanks to the high emitted power of the
sources, to the efficiency of selected optics and to the good accuracy of the calibration of the photodiodes it is
possible to perform quantum efficiency measurements at good signal-to-noise ratio down to 1300 A.
As example of the capability of the system we have perfomed the measurement of the quantum efficiency of
an EEV back illuminated coronene coated CCD.

Furthermore the effect of "contaminants" , present inside the vacuum system, on the temporal behaviour of
the CCD quantum efficiency has been investigated. The partial insulation of the CCD, placed inside the dewar,
does not prevent the pile up of "contaminants" on its surface. The result is the degradation of the QE (stronger
at lower wavelengths) with time. Optimization of the cooling and of the vacuum procedures or the design of a
new kind of CCD housing are possible solutions to this problem which is still open.
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